Inspection Report

Scheduled Inspection of govt. schools in Central District was conducted on 9.8.2016 from 9 A.M. onwards. Issues observed during the inspection are noted as under :-

SKV, Mata Sundri Road(2127015)

➤ The energy and monitoring in the school were commendable.

➤ It has been observed that in KG section, the number of students is approx. 65 which is on much higher side. Efforts to be made to split the KG class in two sections for which an extra Nursery Guest Teacher can be provided to the school.

(Action: Head of school)

➤ Children of KG section were found sitting on small size plastic chairs and the said chairs were procured out of VKS funds. Caretaking Branch to examine the issue of issuing instructions to all Head of Schools to purchase plastic chairs, temporarily, for prep classes, out of VKS funds in case sufficient dual desks are not available in schools to prevent children from sitting on the floor.

(Action: SDE(CTB))
Demolition of old structure for construction of additional class rooms has been completed, however, the new construction work has not started yet. Further, barricading of affected area has also not been made by the contractor. L&E Branch to take up the matter with DTTDC.

(Action: SDE(L&E)

On interaction with the school teachers, it has been gathered that there are some non-readers/non-writers in Vishwas/Nishtha section of IX standard who require dedicated hours of teaching. School Branch to explore the issue of issuing a circular to all HoS for arranging extra teaching of about 5 to 8 hours per week to these students.

(Action: Addl. DE(Schools)
SBV, Rouse Avenue (2127001)

- The electric wires/cables were found hanging in open within the school building, which are required to be covered to avoid any mis-happening.
  (Action: Head of School)

- Renovation/construction work is going on all over in the school. However, cordon ing off not being done by the contractor. Matter to be taken up with the DTTDC.
  (Action: SDE(L&E))

- A very well functioning STC classroom was seen. There were 45 students in the STC. However, the center is being managed by only one teacher, which has been found insufficient. SSA to explore possibilities of providing extra teacher to these STCs, wherever they are functioning, in case number of students in these centers exceeds 30.
  (Action: SPD(SSA))

- On interaction with the teachers, they have given feedback that paper, particularly of math, of IX class was tougher than X class in the last year. OTB assessment in math of IX class was intimated to be very tough. Exam Branch to examine the issue.
  (Action: Addl. DE(Exam))
It has been informed by the Head of School that out of 60 children in Vishwas/Nishtha group, approx. 40 students are non-readers/non-writers, who requires more teaching hours.

(Action : Addl. DE(Schools))

SKV, Bulbuli Khana(2127021)

- On enquiry, it has been informed by Head of School that during her tenure in the school, she has raised an EOR work in respect of seepage work, improvement of drainage system and electric work, out of which estimates only for electric work has so far been received from PWD. The school is in dire need of proper water harvesting/drainage system in absence of which water logging occurs, for which HoS is required to contact PWD authorities for early submission of estimates.

(Action : Head of School)

- A new building structure, constructed by SSA, is found to be at a awkward location in the school premises, the reason for which is stated to be that it is not in the mandate of SSA to demolish old structure to construct a new building. SSA construction wing to suggest mechanism to work in collaboration with Land & Estate Branch.

(Action : SPD(SSA)).

GGMS, Bulbuli Khana(2127030)

- Interaction with two Guest Teachers reveals that despite their best efforts, the concept of CHUNAUTI 2018 is not clear to them. They stated that the syllabus of Nishtha group of VI/VII/VIIIth needs to be re-examined so that focus on minimal reading/writing skills is not diluted. School branch to examine.

(Action : Addl. DE(Schools))
On entering the school, boards having the photos of all the SMC members have been found displayed on the school building. On enquiry it has been informed by the HoS of evening shift school that the same have been displayed on the basis of instructions issued by the HQ. However, since no such instructions for displaying boards having photos of SMC members have ever been issued by the HQ, Heads of both the schools (morning and evening) were directed to remove the said boards.

(Action : Heads of both Schools)

In one of the classes in morning shift school, the children were found sitting on the floor, even without a dari. Head of School to explore possibilities of purchasing chairs for students, in the absence of adequate dual desks, out of VKS funds.

(Action : Head of School).

Both the girls schools (morning shift) were found running from the same building and acute crunch of space was seen. Proposal of DDE(Central) for merger of schools/shifting of children from one school to other school in the locality seems reasonable.

(Saumya Gupta)  
Director(Edn.)
Copy for information and necessary action to:-

1. Secretary(Edn.), Old Sectt., Delhi.
2. Spl. DE(L&E/CTB), Old Sectt., Delhi.
3. Addl. DE(Schools/Exam), Old Sectt., Delhi.
4. DDE(Central/New Delhi), Delhi.
5. All concerned Heads of Schools.
6. OS(IT) for placing a copy of the report on official website.